Would it be out of love or malice if we heterosexuals were jealously to guard our
I

own intimate relationships, but deny such relationships to those whose sexual orientation
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be out of love or malice if we insist that those persons grow old alone, without the
possibility of gaining over time the comfort that many of us have earned in marriage?
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1.

PREFACE AND SUMMARY

The campaign against the Episcopal Church first condemned General Convention
2003 (GC03) for conceiving that Christian lives may be lived in bonded, monogamous,
permanently intended same-sex unions. Now the camPaign condemns GC06 for
inadequate self-flagellation over GC03, and aims to replace our church with another,
headed by African bishops in league with separatist clergy here, as the "true" Anglican
presence in the United States.
The more severe critics of the Episcopal Church commonly assert that the issue is
.\1.

not homosexuality, but rather the authority of Scripture. This essay addresses the issue in
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just those terms.
The Windsor Report, in paragraph 135 and paragraph 141, asked the Episcopal
church to explain how, consistent with Scripture, GC03 supposed it could bless bonded,
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"Were we gay?"
© The New Yorker Collection 2006 George Booth from cartoonbank.com. All Rights Reserved. Used by
permission.
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monogamous, lifelong-intended same-sex unions, and could consent to New Hampshire's

This paper, slightly revised from its Septelnber 2006 edition, is adapted from
three oral presentations in successive weeks of September to members of St. JOIUl' s
Episcopal Church, Tallahassee, and visitors. I gratefully acknowledge invaluable
editorial assistance by Martha K. Baker of St. Louis, a writer for Episcopal Life, in
improving the text. All residual obscurities are my own.

election of the Reverend Canon Gene Robinson to be its bishop. In its response, entitled

told His disciples much that they did not understand. He knew they did not understand

To Set Our Hope on Christ (2005), our committee of church scholars specifically

and, in fact, told them that their limited understanding prevented Him from telling them

addressed Romans 1:24-28, deemed by many to be Paul's most definitive condemnation

much more that they ought to know about living their lives. Indeed, He told them their

of same-sex relations, in this way:

limitations were such that, if he told them these things immediately, it would hurt them

St. Paul, as a first century Jewish male steeped in the tradition that includes
Leviticus, was strongly opposed to same-sex relations even though he had
reversed his position with respect to the issue of Gentile holiness. If we had Paul
here, we might legitimately press hinl about the logic that crosses one boundary
but not another. Since Paul wrote his letters expecting to have to defend his
arguments, that approach is neither far-fetched nor unfaithful.

deeply. John 16: 12 KJV: "I have yet many things to say unto you, but ye cannot

bear them now."
And how were the disciples to learn these things after He was gone to the Father,
next week, next year, next century, 20 centuries hence? " ••• [Y]e canot bear them

This essay picks up the response where our eminent scholars left it, free of the

now. Howbeit when he, the Spirit of truth, is come, he will guide you into all truth:
caution they seemed to exhibit in their answering for the whole Episcopal Church. Theirs

for he shall not speak of himself; but whatsoever he shall hear [from the Father],
was a formidable undertaking, given the gravity of the question and the diversity of

that shall he speak: and he will show you things to come." John 16:13.
opinion that characterizes and distinguishes our church. Perhaps the case is better made
The great fourth century Christian bishop, St. Augustine of Hippo, resolved issues
by one who has no warrant to speak for us all and no appearance of doing so; one whose
of interpretation by this good rule: "If scripture seems to advocate love, it is literal; if it
scriptural analysis must stand on its merits, if it stands at all, rather than lean - or founder
seems to advocate malice, it is figurative.,,15
- upon the author's ecclesial or academic credentials.
Given these problematic passages of Scripture, their variability in translation over
I do not think it plausible to press the Apostle on why, having crossed one
history, and the cultural influence that was brought to bear on their writing and their
boundary by attending to Gentiles in their relations to Christ Jesus, he did not logically
translation over time; given that we ourselves now have little sympathy for the ancient
proceed to cross another boundary, at same-sex relations. Ceding to Paul any logic that
cultural bias against wonlen, which is the root of honlosexual hatred; given that, in
he might claim for crossing one line and stopping short of another, I suggest that the
condemning homosexuals, the heterosexist condemns a minority for a sexual orientation
Apostle did cross an important second boundary in speaking as he did to the Romans.
that was not freely chosen by that minority and was never tempting to the heterosexual
Paul did not hammer the Romans with the Mosaic canon law to which only the
majority: given all that, how shall we use Augustine's good rule in interpreting
Jews, not the Romans, owed allegiance. Paul did not cite Leviticus or even use its
Scripture?
language. He did not declare to the Romans, as Archbishop Peter Jasper Akinola of
15
De Doctrina Christiana 3.44 [16.24], as quoted by Dale B. Martin in Sex and the
Single Savior, ch. 1 text at fn 26ff. and ch. 11 text at fn. 11.
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Given this chaos of translation, and given the relief afforded by the New
American and the New King James, it is indefensible or at least far too sanguine to

Nigeria declared to the world in October 2004, "Ifthe word of God says honlosexuality is
an abomination, then so be it.,,2 Paul delivered his message3 as "natural" law.
Paul thus opened up as a question of natural reality what he might have argued as

declare, as the African-led bishops at Lambeth Conference 1998 declared in Resolution
1.10, that bonded same-sex unions as conceived today by the Episcopal Church are

Jewish theology, and so offered us access to a realm where we have equal if not superior

"incompatible with Scripture. ,,14 Much depends on the Bible you read, the lens of love or

information. Paul thought natural law was entirely coincident with Jewish, Roman and

malice through which you read it, and your personal care in reading.

Greek norms of human sexuality. (No surprise there!) We are at liberty to observe

The complete catalogue of these translations (or rewritings) can be found in Yale

nature and to reason toward another understanding, and so I shall.
We know, as Paul did not, that the SLID does not go 'round and 'round the earth.

Professor Dale B. Martin's recent book, Sex and the Single Savior: Gender and Sexuality

We know that God does not choose our rulers. We know that human slavery is

in Biblical Interpretation (Westminster: John Knox Press 2006),

destructive of lives. We know that a man's semen is not in itself the complete "seed" of

7. Clues we glean for the interpretation of Scripture
I suggest to you now certain things that we can take as probably true:

life, requiring only a hospitable vessel to burst into life. We know that women are not

We cannot read Scripture without interpreting it through the lens of our own time

naturally inferior to men. We know that homosexuals are oriented by genetics and early
childhood nurture. Paul supposed, or so he said in Romans 1, that since all men are

and place.
Our experts cannot translate scriptural texts free of that limitation· or inspiration,
as the case may be; and these adaptations to culture have occurred in every transcription

heterosexually oriented by nature, those who indulge in homosexual conduct have freely
chosen to go beyond their nature, "leaving the natural use of the woman."
Concerning nature, we know things Paul did not know. We must make room for

of parchment, every translation of the canonical Bible, ever attempted. We are all

those things in our love of the Holy Bible.

revisers.
If it were important to our faith that we live exactly as first-century Jews lived
under all their own limitations and inspirations, the Christ Jesus would have said so. But

Associated Press story reported October 8, 2004, quoted in Been There, Done
That! published by the author in January 2005, p. 3

He didn't.
In fact, He said the contrary: He constantly reproved His host culture; He

3

26 For this cause God gave them up unto vile affections; for even their women
did change the natural use into that which is against nature;

reproved not only the Pharisees, but his disciples also, for their cultural blindness. Jesus

14

1998 Lambeth Conference Resolution 1.10 also referenced in The Windsor Report (2004),

No.6, Resolution 1.10 Human Sexuality of Lambeth Conference 1998.
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App. Three

27 And likewise also the men, leaving the natural use ofthe woman, burned in
their lust one toward another; men with men working that which is unseemly, and
receiving in themselves that recompence oftheir error which was meet." Rom 1:26,27
(Emphasis added). I use the King James Version (1611) as baseline scripture here.

3

My case in support of the Episcopal Church is composed of two principal themes.
The first is cultural. The second is scriptural and text-bound.

terminology for a natural sexuality that - accepting Paul's own word for what he knew
and didn't know to be "natural" (Rom 1:27) - was unknown to the Apostle.

First, Paul's case against same-sex relations was not grounded in "natural law" at

Reading malakos as "homosexual" was easy, convenient, "correct," and harmless

all, but in Paul's tripartite culture - Jewish, Greek and Roman - wherein men denigrated

to heterosexuals - except to put us at risk of damnation for judging the "sins" of others to

women in order to possess them more securely as sexual chattel. To such a one (i.e., to a

which we couldn't possibly be tempted.

man, the only "one") it was natural as a corollary to despise men who seemed too much

Similarly, arsenokoites, paired with malakos in the Corinthians vice list, was

like women in manner, dress, "softness," susceptibility to influence, self-indulgence, or in

translated as "homosexual offenders" by the New International Bible (1973). And two of

taking woman's part sexually, the passive and inferior part, with a man. The

the new rewrites, Today's English Word (or Good News for Modem Man) (1966) and the

"effeminate" man thus irreparably disgraced his own and the culture's collective

New English Bible (1970), simply gave up trying to figure out Paul's pairing ofmalakos

manhood. To connect this contempt for homosexual behavior with the culture's

and arsenokoites, and collapsed them together as "homosexual perverts."

denigration of women, I draw evidence principally from the best popular source we have

These are skewed translations; they embarrass the Bible.

of first-century Jewish and Greco-Roman cultures: the Holy Bible, particularly the New

The New American Bible (1970) and the New King James (1982) are the shining

Testament writings by Paul the Pharisee Jew, in the Greek language, to the young

exceptions to this piling-on. They narrowly redefined malakos as "boy prostitutes" and

churches of the Roman Empire.

"catamites,,,13 respectively, preserving a genuine first-century application without

My second major theme is that certain of the modem Bible revisers became bent

disparaging a new class of innocents. And they translated the term arsenokoites as

on a politically correct mission of scouring Paul's cultural denigration of women from his

"sodomites," which can be read literally as describing the forcible same-sex intercourse

New Testament writings. These revisers could not simply discard the Greek text, so they

intended by the heterosexist mobs from Sodom (Gen 19:8) and Gibeah (Judg 19:14, 22-

shifted its denigration to homosexuals who were deemed to "fit" the text either as

24), or even to describe voluntary same-sex intercourse between heterosexuals seeking

"effeminate" men or as "sodomites," who actually, by the Leviticus account, were

"unnatural" sexual adventure akin to fornication or adultery, as Paul perhaps observed in

heterosexist bullies out for gender-indiscriminate rape. These modem revisions show

Corinth and described in Rom 1:27, 28.

that, to a degree we perhaps did not suspect, the variations that vex us in interpreting
Scripture have penetrated its translation as well, resulting now in broad denunciations of
homosexuality that are not litemlly justified. Other modem versions discreetly confine

4

13
NKJV deployed "homosexuals" in the text but severely restricted its application in the
accompanying footnote: "That is, catamites." A catamite is by definition a boy kept by a
pederast for anal sex.
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It is anomalous to associate homosexuals as we know them today with the
effeminate men and the male self-abusers as known in ancient times. The two best-

the onus to same-sex activities that we understand to involve force or advantage
equivalent to coercion.

described same-sex offenders in the Bible were the rampaging mob from Sodom, at Lot's

In the ancient world, the natural inferiority of women and the disgrace of man's

door (Gen 19:8 KJV), and the men who came to ravish the Levite visitor at his lodging

taking woman's part in sex were nowhere more forcefully stated than by Philo of

near Gibeah (Judg 19:14, 22-24), but settled for his concubine. In these two telling

Alexandria, a Jewish philosopher who lived throughout Jesus' earthly life in Alexandria,

instances, the would-be "abusers of themselves with mankind" were neither "effeminate"

then a Greek city with the world's largest Jewish population outside of Jerusalem. Philo

nor homosexuals in any modem sense. They were he-nlan male sexist bullies of the first

wanted to synthesize the "special laws" of Judaism with Greek philosophic wisdom. His

order, bent on dominating male victims in outlandish sexual adventures.

book On the Special Laws was a coming-attractions preview of Paul's propounding of

An elementary demographic analysis of Genesis 19 and Judges 19:4,22-24 would
show that these men were classic heterosexist thugs. Quite apart from their abusive

same-sex offenses in Romans 1. Professor Stanley Stowers of Brown University
described Philo's views in A Rereading ofRomans (1994):

conduct, which certainly is not characteristic of any bonded same-sex relationship

Like all of the ancient witnesses, Philo assumes that there is always a passive and
an active partner. Sexual mutuality and equality are inconceivable, and
humiliating violence toward the passive partner is natural. Natural sex is by
definition the penetration of a socially subordinate person by a socially superior
person.

qualifying for a Christian blessing, we have biblical assurance that those mobs were
composed of "the men of Sodom, ... both old and young, all the people from every
quarter" (Gen. 19:4 KJV) and "the men of the city" of Gibeah (Judg 19:22), which is to

According to Philo, the passive partner in male same sex love should be killed,
not even allowed to live for an hour, because he has allowed himself to lose his
manliness and to suffer the 'disease of femaleness. ' The active partner should be
killed, first of all, because instead of training his partner in strength and
robustness he encourages softness and unmanliness and, second, because the
activity does not produce children.

say all the men of the city. As previously shown, text above p. 7 at fn. 5, homosexuals
constitute less than 10 percent of any population.
The new translations of Corinthians expunged the term "effeminate" from the

slurring the men who displayed female-ness. But the rewriters had to make Paul's term

Women are the natural passive partners. Such passivity and subordination are
natural for them but an abomination for men, who· were made to rule their
inferiors. Natural sexual activity must signify man's domination of woman and
produce legitimate heirs for the man's power and property. 4

malakos condemn somebody, and who would that be?

Philo thus links his denunciation of same-sex activity to its source in the

vice list because - so it appears from all the evidence - the term slurred females while

Today's English Bible (1966) and The New English Bible (1970) broke out with
"homosexual perversion" and "homosexual perverts," employing 19th-century

denigration of women and the empowerment of men. We who now reject that sourcebias against women no longer have any just cause to preserve a secondary, derived bias

4
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Stanley K. Stowers, A Rereading ofRomans: Justice, Jews and Gentiles (1994) 51.
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against homosexuals; or, if we insist on harboring the latter bias, perhaps we should more

I certainly do not lament the modem effort to bleach the more obvious and

candidly acknowledge our adherence to the fonner. In any case, nothing in the words or

washable evidence of ancient male chauvinism from the New Testament. Like most

example of our Lord Jesus justifies our retaining a habit of contemptuous judgment

other Christians today, I welcome this revision. It is about time we made the effort.

against pennanently bonded sanle-sex relations. Jesus's endorsement of heterosexual

But we must acknowledge that achieving this relieffronl Lieutenant Tonder's

marriage and his mandate for faithfulness in that relationship do not require a different

chauvinism, as justified by KJV, is not an unmixed blessing. Here we are, only three

conclusion.

generations removed from Lieutenant Tonder's day, just 60 years after RSV was

Let us be clear about the people to whonl the Episcopal Church offers recognition

published, and already we are curtained off by new versions from those as old as 1946,

that their bonded lives can be holy, or holy-bound. Has our Church offered its blessing to

shielding us from the more obvious evidence linking homosexual hatred with the

the licentious, as if blessing fornication and adultery by heterosexuals? No. The

degradation of women.

Church's blessing is offered only to people in that three to ten percent of any population

The rewriting ofthe New Testament in the 1970s and '80s, cleansing Paul's

who conclude they are genuinely and permanently homosexual 5 and who in counseling

epistles ofthe cultural denigration of women, simply transferred the associated scorn for

conclude that their sexual orientation offers little hope for heterosexual marriage but great

"effeminate" men, those who acted or apPeared too much like women, to homosexuals.

hope for a lifelong monogamous union with another of the same sex.
That blessing might be extended, for example, to one such as Andrew Sullivan,

In the Corinthians vice list (1 Cor 6:9), the Greek tenns malakos and arsenokoites
were paired for reasons that seem quite clear. The fonner tenn was translated by KJV as

the former editor of a respected journal of opinion, who in 1995 published his story in a

"effeminate," and the latter as "abusers ofthemselves with mankind." Men who were

book entitled Virtually Normal:

"effeminate" by posture, dress, self-indulgence, "softness," receptivity to subordination,

Maybe I should be clearer here. The longing was not sexual. I was too young to
feel any explicit sexual desire. I had no idea what an expression of sexual love
might be. So far as I can remember it, it was a desire to unite with another; not to
possess, but to join in some way, not to lose myself, but to be given dimension ...

and so on, and males who were "abusers of themselves with mankind," seeking sexual
adventures with other men - these men disgraced manhood and male culture. It was the
latter class, the self-abusers with mankind, whom Leviticus 18:22 described as
"abominable" or "detestable"; but those nlen were so condemned because they either

5 Gary J. Gates of The Williams Institute on Sexual Orientation Law and Public Policy at
UCLA estimates from U.S. census data on household relationships that 4.1 % of U.S.
adults live in same-sex sexual relationships, and they number from 4.7 % to 8.1 % in the
10 largest communities of such populations. Gates, Same-sex Couples and the Gay,

Lesbian, Bisexual Population: New Estimates from the American Community Survey

(2006), accessed through www.law.ucla. edu/williamsinstitute.

6

were, or they consorted with, the disgracefully "effeminate" men.
create a good legacy in beginning his reign, so he included for his committee's
consideration the Calvinist Bible out of Geneva, which had used the tenn "tyrant" more
than 400 times as compared to zero times, that's zero, in the ensuing KJV (1611). (pg.
58)
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I remember when I was around seven or eight seeing a bare-chested man on
television one night and feeling such an intense longing for him that I determined
to become a doctor. That way, I figured, I could render the man unconscious and
lie on top of him when no one else was in the room. But then, I quickly realized, I
would be found out and get into trouble. I spent most of the night awake ....

that the new translators, in deleting Paul's speaking of the "acquisition or possession of a
wife" and substituting his commending "control of the body" to the Thessalonians, their

own bodies,

I have always enjoyed the company of women, sustained nlany deep, strong
friendships, had countless, endless conversations; but I have never longed for a
woman in the way I have longed for a man, never yearned for her physical
embrace or her emotional solidarity.,,6

may be influenced by political correctness - not wanting
Paul to speak exclusively here to men who could take a
wife or for Paul to speak of a wife as a possession. XI New
Interpreter's Bible 718-19 (2000)

Or our church might well offer that blessing to author Jonathan Rauch, who in a

Surely the epithet "political correctness" questions the legitimacy of those 1973
and 1989 revisions of 1 Thess 4:4, if, as so-called orthodoxy would have us suppose,

2004 op-ed piece for The New York Times wrote:
We grew up taking for granted that to be homosexual was to be alienated and
isolated, not just for now but for life, from the culture of marriage and all the
blessings it brings ....

"legitimacy" in biblical interpretation requires a values-free translation by clear-eyed
scholars delving for an ancient author's true intent, let the chips fall where they may. If

necessary to say. For NIB compared NIV and NRSV only to the 1946 RSV, not to the

.. , I somehow understood even as a young boy that I would probably never
marry. (Children understand marriage long before they understand sex or
sexuality.) I coped by struggling for years to suppress every sexual and romantic
urge. I convinced myself that I could never love anybody, until the strain of
denial became too much to bear. 7

1611 KJV. If the NIV and NRSV translators skewed their translations of skeuos because

Or to Professor Dale Martin, whose essays compiled in 2006 as Sex and the

"political correctness" in biblical translation is illegitimate, then the translations of 1
Thess 4:4 in NIV and NRSV are illegitimate - even more so than NIB thought it

they were "not wanting . .. for Paul to speak ofa wife as a possession," as he had done

Single Savior: Gender and Sexuality in Biblical Interpretation include this revelation of

in RSV, we can only imagine how fervently those translators would have wished to

his childhood yearning for Sampson as depicted in his Sunday school lesson book:
Even as a small boy, without knowing what "homosexual" meant, much less the
term "gay," which was scarcely common in my circles at that time, I knew two
things for certain: that I was sexually aroused by other males, and that I wasn't
supposed to be. I knew both about my desires and the shame they were supposed
to entail. And here in my Bible or Sunday school book was a stimulating image
of a beautiful, erotic, muscular male body: The temptation was being presented to
me in the folds of holiness. Though the thought would never have occurred to me
then, now can say that it was as if the "sin" was being offered to me by the very
hand of God. But my musings provoke the question, Was I misinterpreting the

suppress Paul's advice that woman is man's "vessel" in possession, as KJV had reported
for so long. It did not seenl pronlising to search behind KJV itself for an alternative
translation. 12

12 Adam Nicholson's recent book God's Secretaries: The Making ofthe King
James Bible (HarperCollins, 2003) shows that KJV was subject to "political correctness"
just as RSV and NN and NRSV were in their time. James I, in 1603 the new "King of
Great Britaine [sic], France and Ireland, Defender of the faith, & c.," told his revision
committee to start with the Bishops' Bible (1568) in the new translation. James liked
bishops because in their august and purple selves they lay as a body between the King
and the priests and people, and so insulated the King from the potentially troublesome
rabble. "No bishops, no King," James quipped. (pg.57) But James also wanted to
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6

Virtually Normal (1995) pp. 6-9 passim.

7

"Imperfect Unions," The New York Times, Aug. 15,2004, p.1l.

7

painting as a child - do I misinterpreted it now - because it seems to me so clearly
to communicate male homoerotic desire?8

Wrong or exploit a sister? NRSV thus marched to a far, far remove from KJV,
the canon for more than 300 years, with nary an explanation. We can only marvel how

Paul having derived his Romans I judgment against same-sex conduct from the
the NRSV revisers supposed the faithful would understand that male masturbation, now
same cultural mindset as Philo's, whose major premise we now disavow, Christians today
arguably in violation of 4:4 as rendered by NN and NRSV, might actually "wrong or
are driven to ask whether Paul's denunciation must be reserved for heterosexuals who
exploit" a sister and a brother too, in violation of 4:6 NRSV.
freely choose the novelty that Paul intended to describe, and whether there is any sound

6. Year 2000: assessing 54 years of modern revisions
reason to read Scripture as excluding the homosexually oriented from aspiring with their

In the tradition of The Interpreter's Bible (ffi) (1955), which had compared the
partners to holy lives together.

KJV and RSV Thessalonians texts, The New Interpreter's Bible (Nffi) (2000) juxtaposed
As grounding for the scriptural analysis that I intend, emphasizing also the variability
the NN and NRSV texts. Whereas the earlier versions, "learn how to possess his vessel"
of translations, I propose now to take us back in time and place to a different understanding,

(1611) and "learn how to take a wife" (1946), logically induced ffi to survey the experts,
to a different Bible differently interpreted, than we are accustomed to today. I am going to
concluding with the majority that skeuos (vessel) translates better to "wife" than to "his
give you another man's cultural values, and that other man's scriptural proofs of those
own body,',l1 there was no difference between NN (1973) "learn to control his own
values, through that other man's voice. I will be speaking, but I will be speaking in his voice.
body" and NRSV (1989) "know how to control your own body."
By placing our spokesman back three generations in time, I hope, first, to gain us
Lacking, therefore, any internal contrast worthy of discussion, Nffi commentator
some detachment from the cultural values he personifies, that we might see them more
Professor Abraham Smith of the Perkins School of Theology, Southern Methodist
clearly; second, to cut through the curtain of new Bible translations which, by obfuscating or
University, simply contrasted the two later versions, NN and NRSV, with RSV, "learn
even obliterating our spokesman's biblical certitudes, shield us from realizing that his
how to take a wife," a difference he said was "mired in debate because some of Paul's
certitudes were once our own; and third, to present our spokesman as fictional, so to hold him
expressions are ambiguous." Nm XI pp. 718-19 (2000).
apart from us and buffer somewhat our shock at the coherence of his scriptural argument.
The great merit in Dr. Abraham Smith's Nm commentary on I Thess 4:4 is that
Ifwe should be surprised or even dismayed by our spokesman's biblical certitudes on
in surveying this shift in interpretation from RSV (1946) to NN (1973) and NRSV
human sexuality, that might be a sign to us how far his nonns have receded from our

(1989), Professor Smith saw what was going on and he called a spade a spade. He wrote
understanding, our marriages, our worship, our relationships, without our noticing.

Dale M. Martin, Sex and the Single Savior: Gender and Sexuality in Biblical
Interpretation (2006) pp. 174-175.
8

8

11 "Beginning with Augustine, however, many older and most modem interpreters, in
company with nearly all modem English translations, adopt the meaning wife...." XI
ffi 294 (1955), more fully quoted above at p. 18.
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His own body! Here NN dropped a footnote admitting another possible

This past summer, a suitable vehicle for our transport back in time fell into my hands:

interpretation, "Or learn to live with his own wife; or learn to acquire a wife" [emphasis

John Steinbeck's 1942 novel, The Moon is Down~ appeared on the summer reading list for a

original in NIV], but not identifying its source in RSV. Nor did NIV acknowledge

grandchild at a local high school. Without further ado, I give you Lieutenant Tonder.

2. A.D. 1942

KJV's literal translation of skeuos, "to possess his vessel." So, what had been for
Lieutenant Tonder an endorsement by 1 Thess 4:4 KJV of "what girls are for" had now

Lieutenant Tonder, an officer in the occupying army of The Moon Is Down,

become - dare I suggest it? - a warning to the feckless young soldier that he "learn to

wanted not just sex but affection too from the widow whose husband the army had just

control his own body." But as we have seen, this came 30 years too late to warn the

executed for an impulsive act of resistance. "Why do you ask? You are the conqueror,"

impulsive Lieutenant Tonder.

asked Molly Morden. "I want you to like me," Tonder explained. "Surely I want you to

Next in the revisionist line, the New Revised Standard Version (1989) (NRSV)

like me. Surely I want to see that in your eyes." Tonder then misread Molly's ambiguity

followed NIV, "know how to control his own body" (1 Thess 4:4 NRSV). And again, as

- the deceptive ambiguity of all occupied peoples, by Steinbeck's telling, and the

in NIV, NRSV footnoted a concession, "Or how to take a wife for himself" [emphasis in

occupier's illusion - as a willingness to satisfy both of Tonder's desires, perhaps on his

NRSV], but again neither identified RSV nor acknowledged KJV.

next visit.

In the midst of this modem expunging of the now-unacceptable sexism of ancient
cultures, the New King James Version (1982) (NKJV) remained faithful to KJV, "each
of you should know how to possess his vessel" [1 Thess 4:4 NKJV (1982) as in KJV

Tonder was not unintelligent, but his intelligence was unequal to the risks of his
consuming self-interest. He was utterly normal.
So, when Molly said in answer to his plea for reassurance, "No, I don't hate you.
I'm hungry and - I hate you," Tonder got just half ofthe message.

(1611)].
In all of these post-WW II versions except NRSV, 1 Thess 4:6 remained

Tonder had remarked earlier to a fellow officer that he thought of women not as

essentially as rendered in KJV, "that no man go beyond and defraud his brother in any

persons whole and entire, but as vessels indentured to male penetration and deposition.

matter." NRSV, however, attributed to Paul what can only be described as a breakaway

His friend taunted, "You don't care much for girls, do you? Not much, you don't!" And

assertion, if it can be taken seriously, that wonlen are entitled that males not abuse their

Tonder replied, "I like them for what girls are for. 1 don't let them crawl around my

own bodies sexually in violation of 4:4, lest by doing so those men "wrong or exploit a

other life."

brother or sister in this matter" (1 Thess 4:6 NRSV) [emphasis added).

Tonder's words jolt our sensibilities now, but as uttered by him so matter-offactly in Steinbeck's created 1942, those few words might have been a succinct
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ontological essay on human sexuality in a culture that endowed men with all sexual
power and privilege, and bound women to their service ("what girls are for"), with no
other identity.

injunction against an adulterous marriage either by taking away from a fellow
Christian the wife to whom he is married ... or by committing adultery in
violation both of one's own marriage and that of his brother....

to him through that same medium, imagination, for an interview across our remove of 64

Some great names in biblical interpretation ... [hold that Paul here] turns
to the realm of business, forbidding one to take advantage of or defraud his
brother .... But the large nlajority of interpreters, older and recent, think that
sexual conduct is still under discussion. The evidence for this view is very
strong." XI m p. 294 (1955) (emphasis added).

years. By pressing Tonder on "what girls are for," I hope to discover clues unlocking the

RSV similarly laundered some of the male sexism from Rom 1:27, by substituting

It occurred to me that, since Tonder was an imagined person, I nlight gain access

mystery of why contempt for homosexuals still grips much of the world and the Church.
Tonder and I agreed to access Scripture in its most beloved version in the Englishspeaking world of his day, the Authorized, or King James, Version (1611) (KJV).

3. 2006 listening to 1942
Lieutenant Tonder was obviously put off My first question was scarcely out of

for KJV's pungent phrase, "natural use of the woman," a plain vanilla reference to man's
"natural relations with women." By that single stroke of the pen, RSV withdrew one of
Paul's key underpinnings for Lieutenant Tonder's espousal of "what girls are for."
So, only four years after Steinbeck had Lieutenant Tonder uttering the
conventional ancient wisdom about human sexuality, a new generation of Bible revisers

my mouth when he interrupted. Did I not recognize, he asked, that his expression "what

began scouring male sexism from the New Testament. It seems those longstanding

girls are for," woman-as-vagina, her insignificance otherwise, simply attests to "the true

implications in KJV had become obstacles to Christian understanding, impediments to

faith once delivered to the saints"? Well, I stammered ....

worship, and, it may not be uncharitable to suggest in a market-dominated culture,

Did I not admit that his phrase "what girls are for" faithfully repeats exactly what
St. Paul said in Rom 1:27 KJV, lecturing his male audience on "the natural use of the

distractions to shopping in the bookstores. A sea change was underway, but RSV's
watchword was: Gently, gently turn the tide.
In substituting woman-as-wife for woman-as-vessel, RSVhad adroitly maintained

woman"? Hmmm, I replied ....
Surely I agree, Tonder exclaimed, that Paul had this "natural use" in mind when he

Paul's coherence with 1 Thess 4:6 admonishing "that no man transgress, and wrong his

described woman as man's "vessel," exhorting Thessalonian males that "every one of

brother in this matter." But this coherence did not hold for long. The laundering of male

you should know how to possess his vessel in sanctification and honour" (1 Thess 4:4

sexism from Paul's epistles had only just begun.

KJV). Does not "possess his vessel" signify "what girls are for,'~ "the natural use ofthe

woman"?

5. A.D. 1973 and 1989
In 1973 the New International Version (NIV) weighed in on 1 Thess 4:4 with
"that each of you should learn to control his own body ...."
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"possess his vessef' in KJV. Even so, RSV clearly rendered the noun skeuos as

Well, perhaps not, I ventured, maybe for a nlan "to possess his vessel in

"vessel>woman" rather than as "vessel>your male body," and in joining the verb,

sanctification and honour" means to possess his own body in that spirit, that is, to abstain

whether the verb is "possess" (1611) or "take ... for himself' (1946), RSV retained that

from self-abuse such as masturbation.

ancient image of man as the sexual proprietor of woman, but dressed the image in
freshly-laundered clothing. 10

My dear Sir, Tonder scoffed, whatever meaning the Greek skeuos (vessel) may
permit in other contexts, to translate "vessel" in 1 Thess 4:4 as "one's own body"

In 1955, The Interpreter's Bible (m), a 12-volume comparative study of KJV

obliterates its coherence with verse 6 warning that "no man go beyond and defraud his

and RSV - a favorite of Bible study groups in my parents' generation - published in

brother in any matter." Going beyond one's own rightful possession, his female vessel,

parallel columns the two Thessalonian texts, KJV and RSV, in Volume 11 (p. 294). In

might indeed "defraud his brother," but how would masturbation do so? In this context,

his commentary, Professor John W. Bailey opined that RSV was correct to translate 1

Tonder exclaimed, man's "vessel" is not his own body but woman - woman-as-vagina.

Thess 4:4 as it did: skeuos does indeed refer to woman as vessel or wife, not to a male's

I hear what you're saying, I replied.

own body. Professor Bailey did not discuss the degrading import of KJV, "know how to

What's more, Tonder said, seizing on my small concession, Paul wasn't making

possess his vessel," but he defended the sanitized RSV saying:
The first application of the principle [that 'your sanctification' requires that you
'abstain from immorality'] is that each one of you know how to take a wife for
himself in holiness and honor .... The word translated wife ... is the word
'vessel.' Some older interpreters (e.g., Tertullian, Chrysostom, Calvin) and some
modems (e.g., Stevens, Milligan, R. L. Knox) have believed that the reference is
to one's body as his 'vessel.' Beginning with Augustine, however, many older
and most modem interpreters, in company with nearly all modem English
translations, adopt the meaning wife....

this up. Paul himself was "of the stock ofIsrael, ofthe tribe of Benjamin, a Hebrew of
the Hebrews" (Phil 3:5 KJV), and his conversion to the risen Christ never entirely erased
his cultural heritage in which women were accounted for as sexual chattel.
When the rampaging men of Sodom presented themselves at Lot's door, Tonder
explained, looking to raPe Lot's male guests, Lot sought to substitute his own daughters:
"Behold now, I have two daughters which have not known man; let me, I pray you, bring

The second application of the general truth is that a man should not
transgress, and wrong his brother in this matter. This appears to be an

them out unto you, and do ye to them as is good in your eyes: only unto these men do
nothing; for therefore came they under the shadow of my roof" (Gen 19:4-8 KJV.)

This refurbishing of 1 Thess 4:4 had been initiated by other scholars earlier in
the century. The Shorter Bible (New York 1918), translated by Yale Professor Charles
Foster Kent: "It is God's will ... that each one of you should learn to live with his wife
with a pure and noble intent and not to gratify sexual passion as do those who have no
knowledge of God [and that] ... no one should transgress or wrong his brother in this
matter ...." And The Bible: An American Translation (Chicago 1931), as rendered by
Edgar 1. Goodspeed of the University of Chicago: "... that each of you learn to take a
wife for himself from pure and honorable motives, not to gratify his passion, like the
heathen who know nothing of God. No one is to wrong or defraud his brother in this
matter ...."
10
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This denigration of women was so culturally engrained in ancient peoples, Tonder
went on to say, that Judges 19 re-enacted the same episode later at a site near Gibeah, in
the lands of Benjamin, Paul's own ancestral lands. On that fateful evening, the
hospitable host refused "the men ofthe city" rapacious access to his sojourning guest, a
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Levite, and offered them instead "my daughter a maiden, and his [the Levite's]

proprietorship he alluded to in his expression, "the natural use of the woman" (Romans

concubine," whereupon the raiders "abused her [the concubine] all the night until

1:27 KJV); he assumed too that the males in Corinth would instinctively agree to his

morning" (Judg 19:14, 22-24 KJV). The Levite guest arose next morning to kill his

listing "effeminate" men among "the unrighteous [who] shall not inherit the kingdom of

ravaged concubine - the Levite himself did this - and then he scattered her body parts

God" (1 Cor 6:9 KJV); and he assunled that anyone reading 1 Tim 2:11-15 KJV would

"into all the coasts of Israel" (vs. 29). Do these passages not verify "what girls are for" in

readily agree that since woman was created second, and she sinned first, she must "learn

our ancient heritage, and where that usefulness ends?

in silence with all subjection" to men, and seek her salvation in childbearing. It is all

Tonder then added that the women, too, accepted that bondage as fundamental to
their lives. Jephthah, it is written in the Book of Judges, vowed to God a burnt-offering

quite clear in scripture, said Tonder.
Tonder then excused himself to attend to a personal matter. We would have to

of "whatsoever cometh forth of the doors of my house to meet me," if God would but

resume the interview at another time. In Steinbeck's story, the Lieutenant called a second

give Jephthah victory over "the children of Ammon" who occupied part of the promised

time on Molly Morden, hoping for more success with her than before.

land that Jephthah was called to liberate. Then Jephthah did achieve "a great slaughter"
(Judges 11 :30-34 KJV). Whereupon, "behold, his daughter came out to meet him with

4. A.D. 1946
Lieutenant Tonder did not survive his return visit to Molly Morden,

9

so he did

timbrels and with dances; and she was his only child." When God did not intervene for

not live to enjoy his vindication just four years later, when the Revised Standard Version

her as it is written He had for Isaac (Gen. 22:10-18 KJV), Jephthah's daughter meekly

of the New Testament (RSV) (1946) came off the presses confirming that 1 Thess 4:4

accepted her fiery death, asking only that her father first grant her two months "to go up

KJV, "every one of you should know how to possess his vessef' [emphasis added], does

and down upon the mountains, to bewail my virginity." (Vss.37-39.)

refer not to man's own body but to woman as wife or, in KJV terms, his vessel in

Note well, Tonder insisted: this young woman's mortification was not that she
would die, nor that it was her father who vowed to kill her and would indeed kill her, nor
that God had no mercy on her. Her shame was that she would die without ever having
been sexually penetrated by a man. And her value otherwise? Holy Writ never even
mentions her name.
Snlall wonder, Tonder concluded, that Paul the Pharisee, one of the sons of
Benjamin, assumed that all Roman males would subscribe without question to the male
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possession. RSV has Paul exhorting the Thessalonian men "that each one of you know

how to take a wife/or himself in holiness and honor ..." [emphasis added).
Well, even Tonder would concede a significant change of inference in RSV. The
noun choice in RSV, "take a wife," is - to our tastes - far less coarse and demeaning than
9 Tonder's comrades found him just inside Molly Morden's front door, his life
pulsing out of a severed jugular vein. I surmise that Molly inserted her blade in his
jugular rather than in his more formidable chest. Steinbeck didn't actually say where she
struck, only that she prepared for Tonder's return by hiding her long shears in her dress
and calling out, when she heard his knock, "I'm coming, Lieutenant, I'm coming."
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